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'It is your presidency
they are assaulting'
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

The following statement has been released to EIR News Ser
vice by A LaRouche Exploratory Committee: Committee to
Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic & Strategic Cri
sis. It is the Foreword, dated March 24,

1994, to a booklet,

"Assault on the Presidency," which is about to be released
to the public. The booklet, containing all the "useful facts"
to which Mr. LaRouche alludes below, will be available from
the LaRouche committee's headquarters at P.o. Box
Leesburg, Virginia, 22075. See p.

730,

56 of this issue for addi

tional intelligence on a protagonist of the scandal-mongering
against President Clinton, British "journalist" Ambrose
Evans-Pritchard. Subheads have been added.

On or about Oct. 1-3, 1993, the weekend the restive Russian

parliament was shot down by an artillery barrage, a section

ordinary dirty partisan politiqs was the origin of what has
come to be known as the "Whitewater Affair."

�

Clinton's potential thre t to London
The immediate issues be�ind these British intelligence

attacks on our elected govetitment included what London
views as President Clinton'sl threats to frustrate Britain's

shamelessly open support for its Serbian war-criminals assets

�rtant, the President's potential

in the Balkans, and, more im

threat to oppose Britain's insiStence on IMF "shock therapy"
for Russia.

In December, the Americ4n Spectator magazine, a con

fessed and documented Britis

� asset, went to press with the

first version of London's "Cli�tongate" caper.

Put to one side all the coknplicated explanations of the

of British intelligence prepared to launch a destabilization of

Moscow events of early October 1993. The bottom line was,

required to prepare the articles to· be used to launch this

point of rage by the social effeCts of an economic breakdown

over two months before the first public signal of the operation

insistence on "shock therapy" and "IMF conditionalities."

the elected goverment of the United States. Weeks were

foreign-directed operation against our government. It was

was launched through a British asset in the United States, the

that the Russian people were I being driven to the breaking

which was caused almost entirely by the Anglo-American
On the surface, at least, nearly every faction visible in Mos

magazine known as Emmett Tyrrell's American Spectator.

cow was working as hard a� possible to seek to come to

Ray Inman exposed the affair at a Jan. 18, 1994 press confer

difficult for any of them to find a tenable middle ground

spoke was launched full force by complicit sections of the
daily U.S. news media.

population and the fanatical :demands of the International
'
Monetary Fund.

tacking President Clinton were political allies of former Brit

about "democracy" and

It was another month, immediately after retired Adm. Bobby

ence, before the prepared operation of which the admiral

It would be a misleading half-truth to say that those at

ish Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and her U.S. dupe,

former U.S. President George Bush. No doubt, some leading

terms with the United States,

�ut it was becoming increasing

between the social crisis buildilng up within the abused Russia

Let the Washington Bush-i!eaguers chatter all they might

"fred

trade" in Russia. The social

and political blow-back of continuing the Thatcher-Bush

geopolitical dogmas was leading in the opposite direction,

Republicans and others were lured into playing a foreign

possibly even a thermonuclelu one. The Russia events of

ism. Neither any set of facts, nor anything as innocent as

ton State Department official

government's filthy game by their own political opportun
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early October and their afteI11lath were very worrying. Clin

S trobe Talbott summed up the
ElK
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White House's worried reaction when he was quoted widely

back in 1984, "Where's the beef?"

and more therapy."

dirty partisan politics. It is worse than hysteria. It is Shake

as saying on the subject of U.S. Russia policy, "less shock
No sane observer could honestly reject the proof we pres

ent here, that the author of the "Whitewater Affair" is a

major component of the British foreign intelligence service.

The behavior of British intelligence is much more than

speare's Lady Macbeth madly roving the midnight halls of
her doomed castle.

Kissinger crony Conrad Black's Hollinger Corp., the owner

Sirens are blowing for the banks

"Whitewater Affair." From the beginning, it has operated

in the history of mankind is threatening to burst. Some of

Washngton, D.C. correspondent Ambrose Evans-Pritchard.

virtually being carried into bankruptcy court on ambulance

founded and run by British intelligence during World War

financial markets. The fact is, this global financial and mone

of the London Daily Telegraph, has created and directed the

through its controlled assets in the American Spectator and its

Hollinger is the current name for a corporation which was

II, known then as War Supplies, Ltd., co-headed by Conrad

Pick up the financial pages. The biggest financial bubble

the world's biggest banks, and the biggest speculators, are

stretchers. There is a smell of doom throughout the world's

tary system, as it has been built up since the dollar crisis of

Black's father. This was, and is a corporate flagship cover for

August 1971, is about to collapse. Nothing can stop the

Executive operations, founded by Winston Churchill and

question of "Whether?" but only of "When?"

Stephenson. Its current board of directors and advisory board

industrial rubble which comedians might describe as the Brit

including publicly confessed British foreign-intelligence

one must reserve a rumble seat on La�y Thatcher's broom.

As soon as we take into account that this is the faction of

make mad. The last vestige of an empir!! is about to be flushed

the wartime British MI-6's Canada-based Special Operations

Lord Beaverbrook, and headed by the famous Sir William

read like the top ranks of British foreign intelligence service,
asset Henry A. Kissinger.

British intelligence which owns Henry A. Kissinger, which

is close to former Prime Minister Thatcher, and close to

collapse of this system in its present form; it is no longer a
The British Empire is a ghost story. The pile of post

ish economy is near the condition, that to fly out of London

It is said, thatthose whom the gods w<)uld destroy, they first
into the relevant cesspool of global tiinancial collapse; the
British intelligence services' press, heirs of a lost empire,

the disastrous former U.S. President George Bush, it is not

have gone mad.

Hollinger to launch this sort of attack on the White House.

happen this week, next, a year from now. It will happen, and

Bush policy running on auto-pilot; President Clinton had not

Clinton's present term of office. The best news is, George

difficult to identify the differences in policy which motivate
During most of 1993, U.S. policy was pretty much Thatcher
challenged that policy in a threatening way. In the autumn,

at the point London worried that President Clinton might be

The global financial crash is now inevitable. It might

soon. That bubble will probably burst during President Bill
Bush is no longer President.

The present global financial system can not be saved; the

thinking of taking U.S. foreign policy off the Thatcher-Bush

only practical question is, can the U.S. economy survive the

What that does not explain is the ferocity, the fanaticism,

system? The short answer is "Yes." The catch is, President

havior. Now, the full political range of the British press is

President of the United States, George Washington, and his

track, Hollinger went berserk.

the desperation, the hysteria of the British daily press's be

inevitably early death of this IMF, Federal Reserve financial
Clinton must act according to the pre�edent set by the first

screaming for Clinton's impeachment daily: far left, left,

Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton.

Times, the London Financial Times, the London Guardian,

the consent of the U.S. Congress to necessary emergency

right, far right, and center: the Daily Telegraph, the London

Under Article I of our U.S. federal Constitution, with

and so on. As the British say, "The lot."

legislation, the President of the United States can create a

the British daily press and its U.S. dupes, none of the scandal

with the stroke of a pen on the relevant piece of emergency

match. The "Whitewater" story, from last December to the

all of our citizens and our posterity, we need to have a U.S.

a gutter journalist groping wildly in search of an unknown

to have a President who is willing an4 able to do that when

Meanwhile, behind all the fire and "Whitewater" from

mongers has managed to put forward a charge with facts to
time we go to print with this report, has been the product of

fact. Yesterday, it was that. Today, it is something else.
Tomorrow, who knows what it will be? As we go to print,

the press has provided no credible corroboration for even one

of the scandals with which it has charged the President.

Watergate, at least, or the Iran-Contra Affair, or "the

Bushes of Silverado" started with a few solid facts worth

investigating. On Clintongate? So far, as the lady said on TV
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new U.S. financial and monetary syst$l overnight, virtually

legislation. For the sake of our nation,. and for the welfare of

presidency intact which is ready and able to do that; we need

the crisis hits.

We can not permit a pack of hysterical London freaks to

destabilize our U.S. presidency, or illterfere with the func
tioning of our elected President.

Read the following chapters. You will also find the ap

pendices useful. The most essential facts your neighbor needs

to know are there.
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